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About the customer
Asahi Danbo-Ru Company is the top of the corrugated in Kagawa prefecture in Japan. They produce many different
designs for the packaging of drinks, food, fruit, vegetables etc.

The Challenge
As the company believes that innovative printing technologies are crucial to win the market of their local area, they
know that it is very important to make the right choice in their anilox equipment. The company never gained control
of the clogging problems they have had with their conventional anilox rolls.
They decided to choose for Apex GTT in order to get rid of their
printing problem and be able to meet the high quality demands
of the market.

The Solution
In 2010, Asahi Danbo-Ru Company installed GTT CORR rolls in
their High Quality printing machine. They chose for a
combination of 2 GTT CORR L rolls and a conventional 250LPI
anilox roll.

The Benefits
Since the installation of GTT in 2010, they never had any clogging problems with their daily cleaning. Moreover, they
achieved very good results due to stability of the ink viscosity and productivity. Their printing results show a high
valuation on the strong solid and the fine details.
Asahi Danbo-Ru Company’s big end-user already evaluated their higher printing quality and acknowledged the
reproducible printing results which are possible with GTT.

Future plans
The company decided to change the 250 LPI conventional anilox
(spare) roll into GTT CORR L in order to achieve even more
brilliant printing results. As GTT has clearly shown such big
benefits, the company has plans to equip also their new printing
machine with 4 GTT CORR rolls.

Apex Group of Companies is the world’s largest manufacturer of precision anilox- and metering rolls, plus bridge- and plate
sleeves. Apex products are tested, approved and deployed by all leading press manufacturers. Together with industry
partners, we deliver powerful advantages to our customers. With manufacturing and sales operations on six continents in
more than 80 countries Apex provides added value. Someone from Apex is always close by to personally attend your needs.
More information: www.apex-groupofcompanies.com

